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ABSTRACT

	

Water, sodium, potassium, ATP, amino acids, and sugars are not uniformly distrib-
uted in Rana pipiens oocytes . Concentration differences exist between nucleus (germinal
vesicle) and ooplasm and between animal and vegetal ooplasmic regions . The mechanisms
responsible for these differences were investigated using intracellular reference-phase (iRP)
analysis . The iRP is an artificial "organelle" that has the solvent properties of a dilute salt
solution and is in diffusional equilibrium with water and solutes present in other cellular
compartments . Ooplasm/iRP solute distributions show that ooplasm differs from ordinary
aqueous solutions-exhibiting both solute exclusion and solute binding . Yolk platelets are an
important cause of this behavior, largely because their proteins are present as hydrate crystals,
which are rich in anionic sites and which interact intensely with associated water. Because of
yolk's abundance, it obscures the solvent and binding properties of ooplasmic ground
substance . The oocyte nucleus is yolk and organelle free and the nuclear envelope is readily
permeable . Consequently, nucleus/iRP solute concentration differences reflect the binding
and solvent properties of nuclear ground substance . Nucleoplasm binds -19 meq of potas-
sium. Furthermore, the monosaccharides, 3-O-methylglucose, L-glucose, and o-xylose, are
selectively excluded, their nucleus/iRP concentration ratios averaging about 0.7; ratios for
other solutes studied are unity . We interpret monosaccharide exclusion to mean that nuclear
ground substance water is different in its "instantaneous" structure from ordinary saline water .
Because of this difference, hydrogen bond interaction between nuclear water and certain
sterically restricted solutes, of which ringed monosaccharides are examples, is reduced . Some
implications of modified ground substance water and selective solute exclusion are discussed .

We will need to possess a detailed picture of the ground
substance's interactions with water and solutes ifwe are ever
to understand its role in metabolism and physiology . This
picture will be difficult to obtain, because many important
molecules are small (amino acids, nucleotides, sugars, inor-
ganic salts) and diffuse rapidly from normal in vivo locations
when the cell's integrity is disturbed . Thus, experimental tools
are required that prevent artifactual redistributions and per-
mit water and microsolutes to be measured locally within the
cell .
An essential first step is to fix the substance in place .

Chemical fixation, suitable for macromolecules, does not
work because fixative, water, and metabolites interdiffuse at

comparable rates . The only reliable approach is cryofixation;
specifically, the rapid removal of heat so that diffusion is
effectively stopped . A second essential step is the measure-
ment of water and microsolute concentrations without undue
loss of spatial resolution . Available techniques include dry-
mount and low-temperature autoradiography (1-4), micro-
probe analysis (5, 6), nonaqueous fractionation (7), and
cryomicrodissection (8-10) .

Cryomicrodissection is potentially the most universally ap-
plicable of these approaches. In principle, one can freeze any
cell and isolate samples for analysis ofwater and any solute.
In the future, it may be possible to excavate or mine a frozen
cell, removing and cleaning individual organelles and isolating
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chunks of frozen pure ground substance (Fig . 1) . Scaled down
methods for measuring the water and solute content of minute
bits of material will also be needed. At present, neither the
tools nor the personnel are available to fulfill this vision of
the future . But a start has been made .

Oocyte Cryomicrodissection
Fig . 2 diagrams the beginning made on the cryomicrodis-

section of a giant cell, the amphibian oocyte (10, 11) . The
first panel (A) schematizes the full-grown ovarian oocyte as it
appears just before the initiation of meiotic maturation . In
Rana and Xenopus, the cell is 1,500 um in diameter and
has an eccentrically located, -400-um nucleus (germinal
vesicle) . The extranuclear ooplasm contains the ground cy-
toplasm and organelles, which exhibit animal-vegetal gra-
dients in distribution . The most prominent organelle is the
yolk platelet . These are more concentrated in the vegetal than
animal hemisphere, and, with fatty yolk globules, occupy
overall about 70% of the ooplasmic volume. Other organelles
(e .g ., mitochondria, endoplasmic reticulum, ribosomes, and

FIGURE 1

	

An advanced cryomicrodissection project with the excavation and mining of cytoplasmic ground substance and
organelles .

pigment granules) occupy 5-10% of the ooplasm, and the
ground substance occupies the remaining 20-25% . The nu-
cleus contains numerous nucleoli and a minute chromosome
frame, but the volume fraction these occupy is negligibly
small (<I%). For present purposes, the nucleus is considered
to consist entirely of ground substance, the most abundant
cytoskeletal protein of which is actin (12) .
For cryomicrodissection, the oocyte is placed on a metal

mounting and frozen rapidly to the temperature of liquid
nitrogen (Fig. 2 B). Cell and mounting are placed on the low-
temperature (-45°C) stage of a microdissection apparatus
(Fig . 2 C) . Nucleus and regional samples of ooplasm are
isolated by free-hand dissection (Fig . 2 D) . After their sepa-
ration, the frozen samples are placed in tared foil packets.
Wet and dry weights of the samples are determined, the
contents are extracted, and the solutes are measured by mi-
croanalytic techniques . Ovarian oocytes at stages earlier than
full-grown can also be cryomicrodissected, though this is not
yet routine . The smallest oocytes from which nuclei and
cytoplasm have been isolated and analyzed are yolk free and
measure -425 um in diameter (13).
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Table I A gives nuclear, animal, and vegetal ooplasmic
water concentrations in full-grown oocytes . Note that nuclei
contain only - I I % dry material, consistent with the absence
of organelles. Ooplasm contains >50% dry material, reflect-
ing the abundance of organelles, chiefly yolk. Because of
ooplasm's composite nature, measured concentrations are the
weighted average of the solute and solvent content of the
many different components.

Table I A gives regional cellular contents for six metabolites
or model compounds, expressed as concentrations on a water
basis . Note first, that no simple rule determines solute distri-
butions between ooplasm and nucleus . I For example, al-

' Nucleus/ooplasmic concentration differences do not imply active
transport by the nuclear envelope. The effective radius of oocyte
nuclear pores is -4.5 nm, so that, although the nuclear envelope can
segregate large macromolecules and formed elements (which them-
selves interact with microsolutes and create asymmetries), it is too
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FIGURE 2

	

Current cryomicrodissection technology . (A) Schematic of a full-grown frog oocyte, which is (B) mounted and frozen
on a brass block and (D) partially dissected at cryogenic temperatures using microtools . The microdissection apparatus (C) is an
insulated box with glove ports (c), to allow free-hand microdissection of oocytes on a low-temperature stage (a), which is mounted
in a Dewar flask (b) . Temperature is maintained by a thermostatically regulated flow of nitrogen gas into the Dewar. The work is
observed through a dissecting microscope (d) . Isolated nuclei and ooplasmic samples are weighed at -20' to -10°C in a
compartment (e) mounted below an Electrobalance weighing chamber (f) .

though sodium is more concentrated in the ooplasm than in
the nucleus, the reverse is true for potassium, ATP, sucrose,
a-aminoisobutyric acid (AIB)' and 3-O-methylglucose
(30MG) . Even among these solutes, nucleus/ooplasm con-
centration ratios vary over a greater than twofold range . No
obvious relationship between molecular weight and distribu-
tion is seen. Furthermore, because Na and K are cations, AIB
is a zwitterion, sucrose and 30MG are nonelectrolytes, and
ATP is an anion, nuclear/ooplasmic distributions are not
simply a matter of electrical charge, which would be the case
if Donnan considerations dominated .
The diversity ofsolute distributions seen in Table I A should

porous to play a direct role in establishing asymmetric solute distri-
butions (14, 15) .
'Abbreviations used in thispaper: AIB, a-aminoisobutyricacid ; HCS,
hydrate crystal solute; iRP, intracellular reference phase; 30MG, 3-
O-methylglucose .



A

B

Na and K were measured by atomic-absorption spectroscopy, ATP by luciferin-luciferase and radiolabeled sucrose, and AIB and 30MG by liquid scintillation
counting. Sucrose was introduced into oocytes by microinjection and AIB and 30MG by preincubation in Ringer's solution. The 4-h preincubation used here
was insufficient for AIB or 30MG transport to reach steady state . At steady state, cell/medium ratios for both solutes are considerably higher . However,
intracellular ratios (Ao/iRP, Vo/iRP, and N/iRP) were unchanged, showing they are concentration-independent, equilibrium values (11) .
NS, not significant .

not be surprising. First, there is rich variety of organelles in
ooplasm. Some are membrane-bounded, suggesting that they
are semipermeable and may engage in active transport ; some
contain protein crystals, whose water is known to be modified ;
and some contain lipid, with hydrophobic solubility proper-
ties. Even if organelles were absent, one might expect some
of the diversity seen in Table I A because of specific interac-
tions between water, solutes, and the ground substance . As
the papers in this supplement attest, the type, concentration,
and organization (e .g., polymerization state) of cytomatrix
macromolecules vary with cellular region, and each poten-
tially has a different spectrum of interactions with water and
solutes.

Intracellular Reference-Phase (iRP) Analysis
If we lived in the future depicted in Fig . 1 and could mine

pure ground substance from a frozen cell, and if we could
also thaw the frozen samples without changing their in vivo
properties, we would be able to answer directly the questions
that interest us here: How do water's interactions with the
cytomatrix affect the solvent properties of ground substance
water? What solutes bind to the cytomatrix? How do water
and solute interactions with the cytomatrix vary with cellular
region? Using a dialysis membrane, we would separate the
ground substance from an appropriate intracellular "Ringer's"
solution, and determine how the distribution ofsolutes in the
separate phases changed as the solutes' concentrations were
varied . These isotherms would disclose how cytomatrix pro-
teins influence water, what solutes adsorb to the cytomatrix,
andwith what specificities and affinities. Present experimental
capabilities fall considerably short of this ideal . Two aspects
of this shortfall seem especially critical and yet inadequately
appreciated : (a) we cannot isolate ground substance and be
confident that it has not been modified and (b) we do not
know how to formulate an appropriate intracellular saline
solution . The iRP providesa partial solutionto these problems
(16, 17) . It can be thought of as a technique by which the cell
is made to form a localized internal salt solution against which
its solutes are dialyzed.

In the iRP technique, summarized in Fig. 3, a 13% gelatin
solution is injected into ooplasm and then cooled (A). This
creates a region ofgel (B; about 2-5 % of cell volume), which,

TABLE I

Typical Water and Solute Concentrations in Rana pipiens Oocytes

A MICROPIPETTE

GELATIN
(liquid)

B GELATIN (gelled)

FIGURE 3

	

Internal reference phase methodology showing (A) gel-
atin injection, (B) gelation and diffusion of endogenous solutes into
iRP, (C) solute equilibration and freezing, and (D) iRP isolation by
cryomicrodissection .

due to its fibrous protein network, excludes organelles and
the cytoplasmic matrix (not shown) but still allows free entry
of salts and metabolites (stippling) . With time (usually 1-4
h), the iRP and cell interior reach diffusional equilibrium (Q .
The cell is frozen and the iRP, nucleus, and ooplasmic sam-
ples are isolated by cryomicrodissection (D) and analyzed for
water and solutes . Fig. 4 shows the typical internal arrange-
ment of iRP, nucleus, and animal and vegetal ooplasm .
Comparison of iRP concentrations with those of the "un-
known" intracellular phases provides information on how
cellular material differs from a gelatin gel . This is important,
not only because (for most solutes) the solvent properties of
dilute gelatin gels resemble those of ordinary aqueous solu-
tions but also because gelatin gels can be used in conventional
dialysis experiments to "refer" intracellular concentrations to
those in standard saline solutions. Table I B gives iRP con-
centrations for water and those solutes for which nuclear and
ooplasmic data are given in Table I A .
Sodium can serve as a useful starting point for discussing

reference-phase analysis. Table I shows that while the Ringer's
solution contains 115 .5 mM sodium, the iRP concentration
is 16 mM, only 12% as great . Since the solvent properties of
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Water Na
mm

K
mm

ATP
mm

Sucrose AIB
mm

30MG
mm

Nucleus (N) 89 ± 1 19 ± 4 144 ± 3 5.6 ± 0.9 - 1 .55 ± 0.16 0.21 ± 0.0S
Animal ooplasm (AD) 46 ± 1 63 ± 3 134 ± 4 2.8 ± 0 .3 - 0.82 ± 0.04 0.15 ± 0.03
Vegetal ooplasm (Vo) 41 ± 1 98 ± 3 105+4 1 .4 ± 0 .1 - 0.50 ± 0.04 0.12 ± 0.02
Medium ~100 115 .5 2 .5 0 0 1 .0 1 .0

iRP 89±1 16±2 125±5 6.3±1 .0 - 1 .54±0.08 0.31±0.07
Ao/iRP - 4.3 ± 0.3 1 .1 ± 0.03 0.S0 ± 0.0S 0.44 ± 0.03 0.S0 ± 0.01 0.S3 ± 0.03
Vo/iRP - 6.8±0.6 0.8±0.03 0.33±0.04 0.30±0.02 0.33±0.01 0.41 ±0.02
N/iRP - 1 .3±0.3 1 .1 ±0.03 1 .00±0.03 1 .00±0.01 1 .01 ±0.01 0.80±0.04
P (N vs . iRP) NS <0.01 NS NS NS <0.01



FIGURE 4

	

Partially cryomicrodissected Rana pipiens oocyte show-
ing a nucleus in situ in the pigmented (darker) animal ooplasm and
an iRP embedded in ooplasm near the center of the cell, x 40 .
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FIGURE 5

	

Animal ooplasm vs . iRP isotherm for sodium . The range
of concentrations normally found in healthy oocytes was extended
by sodium chloride microinjection .

iRP water are indistinguishable from Ringer's solution, the
steady-state iRP/Ringer's concentration ratio less than unity
demonstrates the role of active, plasma membrane transport
in the maintenance ofintracellular Na (15-18) . However, the
iRP Na concentration (16 mM) is also considerably lower
than that of the animal ooplasm (63 mM). Yet, the two lack
a separating membrane and are in diffusional equilibrium .
The explanation for this difference is complex and is best
discussed by referring to the animal ooplasmic isotherm for
Na (Fig . 5) . If ooplasm and iRP exhibited identical solvent
properties, the isotherm would be linear with a slope of unity
and an intercept of zero (isomolar line). This is not the case.
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The isotherm is biphasic, exhibiting curvature (saturation)
when iRP Na <40 mM and linearity when iRP Na >40 mM.
Thus, Rana ooplasm (like that of Desmognathus [ 17]) differs
in two respects from a simple aqueous solution .

First, the saturable segment of the isotherm demonstrates
binding to nondiffusive sites . From the intercept ofthe linear
portion of the isotherm, the binding capacity of animal oo-
plasm is -75 mM. Nondiffusive or bound Na is associated
closely with yolk, probably as counterion to abundant phos-
phate and carboxylic residues ; it can be viewed as one of the
metabolic stores provided by this organelle (13, 17, 19, 20).
Isotopic exchange with yolk sodium is very slow . The Na
concentration in yolk water is about 100 mM, which makes
it 6-10 times more concentrated than in cytoplasm or nu-
cleoplasm . This large difference between yolk and ground
substance sodium concentrations is chiefly responsible for the
inhomogeneous distribution seen for this cation .'

Second, the linear portion of the sodium isotherm has a
slope of -0.35 (Fig . 5) . This slope is substantially below that
of an isomolar line, indicating that only -35% of ooplasmic
water is available as solvent . That is, because of reduced
solvent capacity, diffusive sodium is excluded from -65% of
the ooplasmic water.

Ooplasmic exclusion is largely explained by another prop-
erty of yolk . Yolk contains two dominant proteins (phosvitin
and lipovitellin), present as a hydrate crystal (22-24) . Water
in protein crystals is compartmentalized by the protein back-
bone and modified by numerous coulombic, hydrogen bond,
and "hydrophobic" interactions with functional groups (25,
26) . These interactions reduce water's capacity to dissolve
most polar solutes, giving rise to a property which can be
called hydrate crystal solute (HCS)-exclusion . Because a large
portion of ooplasm is yolk and the water in this portion
exhibits HCS-exclusion, the fraction ofooplasm's water avail-
able as a solvent is much less than that in the reference phase .
With the exception of urea, every polar solute studied is
excluded significantly by ooplasmic water. Because exclusion
is a solvent property it is, to a first approximation, independ-
ent of solute concentration and (as in the case of sodium),
described by the linear (nonsaturable) portion of an isotherm .
For solutes that do not bind, for example, sucrose and 30MG,
the ooplasm/iRP isotherm is linear throughout, with a slope
less than unity and an intercept at the origin (Fig. 6) . HCS-
exclusion is seen in the ooplasm/iRP equilibrium distribution
ratios for a nucleotide (ATP), a disaccharide (sucrose), an
amino acid (AIB), and a monosaccharide (30MG; Table 1),
and exclusion is also found for inorganic ions, polyols, poly-
saccharides, and polypeptides. Furthermore, because of the
greater regional density of yolk platelets, HCS-exclusion is
more intensive in vegetal than in animal ooplasm .

Soluteexclusion and binding by yolk are interesting because
they are examples of the behavior of one of the "states"
accessible to cellular proteins-the hydrate crystal . On the
other hand, because of their abundance, yolk platelets create
a problem ; they mask the properties of ooplasmic ground
substance. However, the oocyte nucleus lacks yolk and a
significant volume of other organelles. Thus, reference phase

' Inhomogeneity in potassium's distribution is also largely determined
by the distribution of yolk (Table I) . Like sodium, yolk potassium is
mostly "bound ." However, potassium's concentration in yolk plate-
lets (-69 mM) is lower than in cytoplasm and nucleoplasm (13, 15,
17,21).
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Animal (Ao) and vegetal ooplasm (Vo) vs . iRP isotherms
for sucrose (filled circles) and 30MG (open circles). Slopes of
regression lines for sucrose are Ao 0.45 ± 0.06, Vo 0.30±0.05; for
30MG, they are Ao 0.55 ± 0.01, Vo 0.41 ± 0.07. All slopes are
significantly lower than unity (P < 0.001). Sucrose slopes in both
AD and Vo are significantly lower than respective 30MG slopes (P
< 0.01) .

analysis of nucleoplasm is the best hope for defining the
solvent properties of ground substance in full-grown oocytes .

Nuclear Solute Binding and Exclusion

c
Uc
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The oocyte nucleus, with a water content of 89%, is a
relatively dilute protein water phase, and its envelope is freely
permeable to small solutes (14, 27) . Hence, we might expect
solute concentration ratios between nucleus and iRP water to
be unity . This is the case for sucrose, AIB and ATP, and is
approximately true for sodium, but not for potassium and
30MG (Table I B). Nuclear potassium significantly exceeds
the iRP concentration, whereas nuclear 30MG is lower than
in the iRP .
The Rana pipiens oocyte nucleus has a potassium concen-

tration 19 mM greater than the iRP (Table I) . This confirms
an earlier finding in the salamander, Desmognathus ochro-
phaeus, and demonstrates nuclear potassium binding (15) .
Analysis of the Rana pipiens oocyte's potassium economy is
still incomplete; however, several points are clear . First, al-
though ooplasm and nucleus share common membrane-con-
trolled diffusive sodium and potassium pools, the proportion
of each cation that is bound and free is different. The bound
potassium/sodium ratio is greater than unity in the nucleus
but less than unity in ooplasm . It follows that nuclear and
ooplasmic (chiefly yolk) binding sites differ, the formerhaving
a greater potassium affinity than the latter . Second, we esti-
mated the nucleotide-associated phosphate content of the
oocyte nucleus using the RNA and DNA data of Finamore
et al . (28) and Dawid (29) and found that these anions could
neutralize less than 1 meq ofthe observed nuclear potassium
excess (Lau, Y.-T., and S . B . Horowitz, unpublished obser-
vation). On the other hand, nucleoplasmin, a recently discov-

ered phosphorylated peptide that comprises about 10% of
total nuclear protein, could supply the missing fixed anions
(30, 31) .

Nuclear exclusion of 30MG is most clearly seen when
30MG and sucrose isotherms are compared . Fig . 7 shows the
results ofan experiment in which [ t 'C]sucrose and [ 3H]30MG
were present simultaneously in oocytes . These and other
experiments show that, irrespective oflabeling or introduction
protocol, the sucrose nucleus/iRP concentration ratio is unity,
whereas the 30MG ratio is significantly less than unity. This
contrasts with ooplasm, where ooplasm/iRP ratios for both
solutes are much less than unity and sucrose is excluded more
than 30MG (Fig . 6) . Indeed, the finding that a monosaccha-
ride, 30MG, is excluded from nuclear water, whereas a larger
disaccharide is not, seems counterintuitive . An explanation
begins to emerge when the nucleus/iRP distribution of other
solutes is considered .

Table II lists equilibrium nuclear/iRP distributions for 13
organic solutes. Of these, three exhibit nuclear exclusion :
30MG, t.-glucose, and D-xylose . The excluded solutes are all
hexoses or pentoses and differ from the other solutes (except
myo-inositol) in their closed-ring structure, and from myo-
inositol in the presence of a ring oxygen.
The explanation we propose for these data invokes current

models of the steric properties of both water and monosac-
charides.' Aqueous systems are hydrogen-bonded networks of
water and other molecules . Each system contains a different
array of microstructures and microstructure lifetimes that
depend on temperature, pressure, and the nature of the non-
water components. Hence, every aqueous system has an "in-
stantaneous" structure (32, 33). Because of this, solute-water
bond strength (which determines the free energy required to
move a solute from one aqueous environment to another,
and consequently interphase solute concentration ratios) de-
pends on the solute's ability to fit into the preexisting micro-
structure and form low-strain hydrogen bonds with water.
The less compliant a solute is in its ability to orient to form
hydrogen bonds, the greater will be its capacity to recognize
structural differences between aqueous phases . Monosaccha-
rides are especially useful because their several hydrogen
bonding sites are arrayed in a closed ring configuration that
reduces orientational freedom (34). For this reason, monosac-
charides are sensitive probes of water structure and of mi-
crostructural differences between aqueous systems.
The data ofTable II can be explained within this conceptual

framework . We have hypothesized, first, that nuclear water
is, on average, differently structured than saline or iRP water
and, second, that, compared with ordinary saline water, hy-
drogen-bond opportunities available to ringed monosaccha-
rides are reduced in nuclear water. In other words, the pre-
cisely cut monosaccharide key is less able to fit into the
modified lock structure of nuclear water than the "native"
lock structure of ordinary saline water. Comparison of myo-
inositol and monosaccharide data (Table II) point to the ring
oxygen of the latter as a critical determinant.

Afterthoughts
What is the significance to the cell of the nuclear water

properties disclosed by monosaccharide exclusion? The an-
swer depends largely on discoveries still to be made. If, for
example, the water of nucleoplasm and cytoplasm differ, the

' Horowitz, S . B . Manuscript in preparation.
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Reference Phase Concentration

TABLE II
Nucleus (N) to iRP Equilibrium Concentration Ratios in Rana

pipiens Oocytes

Data are given as mean ± SE with the number of oocytes in parentheses.
Radiolabeled sucrose, AIB, 30MG, D-xylose, L-glucose, mannitol, and myo-
inositol were analyzed by liquid scintillation counting, endogenous amino
acids by high-performance liquid chromatography, and ATP by a luciferin-
luciferase procedure. Thin-layer chromatographic analysis of oocyte extracts
showed negligible metabolism of labeled solutes . iRP-gelatin/intracellular
"Ringer's" concentration ratios for all solutes, determined by equilibrium
dialysis, were unity.
NS, not significant .
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kinetics and thermodynamics of every enzymatic reaction
that involves water (as solvent, substrate, or product) will also
differ in the two regions. Because water participates in almost
every reaction, water structure differences could underlie the
regional (nucleocytoplasmic) specialization characteristic of
eukaryotic cells . It is also possible that nuclear water in other
cells exhibits more or less exclusion that that of the oocyte
and that the magnitude of exclusion is a function of physio-
logical state. If so, we may expect water-ground substance
interactions to have roles in differentiative, metabolic, and
physiologic control .

Despite monosaccharide exclusion, nuclear water is expe-
rienced by most solutes as similar to saline (iRP) water . This
has led us to reject discrete state models in which ground
substance water is either "bound" or "bulk." Instead, we view
ground substance water in the same way as modern physical
chemistry views other aqueous solutions: as containing an
instantaneous microstructure that requires a statistical de-
scription (32-35) . Monosaccharide exclusion discloses only
that nuclear water's instantaneous microstructure is different,
presumably because of interaction with specialized nuclear
cytomatrix proteins. As we have been reminded (36), this
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